The role of molecular markers and tumor histological type in central lymph node metastasis of papillary thyroid carcinoma.
To look for genetic mutations that might predict central compartment lymph node metastasis (LNM) in papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) using strict criteria for N0 and N1 disease. We identified patients with PTC from our institution's pathology archives. Strict criteria were used for assessing the presence or the absence of central neck LNM. Disease was classified as N0 only if a comprehensive ipsilateral and pretracheal central neck dissection was performed and if pathological analysis revealed no evidence of LNM. Primary tumor samples were analyzed for a panel of known or suspected PTC-associated molecular markers, including BRAF, RET -PTC, KRAS, NRAS, HRAS, PIK3CA, and their variants. Academic medical center. Three hundred eighty-nine patients with PTC. Molecular mutations in tumors with and without LNM. Of 389 identified cases, 209 fit the inclusion criteria, with 158 classified as node positive (N1) and 51 as node negative (N0). The follicular variant histological type was present in 7 of 158 N1 tumors (4.4%) and 24 of 51 N0 tumors (47.1%) and thus was strongly associated with lack of central neck metastasis in this study (odds ratio, 0.05; 95% CI, 0.02-0.14). Predictive factors for central LNM included extracapsular extension, angiolymphatic invasion, and higher T stage (T3 and T4). The BRAF mutation was more prevalent in the classic PTC histological type than the follicular variant. None of the molecular marker mutations that were analyzed in this study, including the BRAF mutation, predicted LNM in classic PTC. Positive risk factors for central LNM include male sex, extracapsular extension, angiolymphatic invasion, and advanced T stage. The follicular variant histological type has a significantly lower incidence of central neck metastasis. In contrast to recent studies, the BRAF mutation was not significantly associated with central neck LNM from PTC when using a strict definition of a central neck dissection.